MACHINE ENCLOSURES

MACHINE ENCLOSURES are supplied as standard equipment on all ETL, CUL, and CE listed machines. Also available as an option on most ADC curtain machines fabricated in the standard (vertical) configuration. Their function is to enclose and protect as much of the machine as possible from foreign particles and also provides a safety feature, helping prevent accidental contact with the moving parts of the machine. Fabricated from galvanized or painted sheet metal. Not required for some wall or track mounted machines.

NOTE: All UL/ETL listed machines must have guards installed in order to remain in compliance with UL/ETL standards.

SANDBAG TENSION PULLEY

SANDBAG TENSION PULLEY - this unique device was designed for use with long curtain tracks and tracks curved along their total length. The device resides on a section of unoccupied track located in the stack area of the curtain. Weight is applied to the sandbag as needed to provide constant tension on the operating cable during operation, helping assure proper alignment of the cable and the drum of the machine. It also assists in keeping the cable properly aligned and seated in the spindles, idlers or cable guides of the track. Composed of 3 pieces: tension pulley, sandbag pulley and sandbag. Available for Models 280, 170, 500 and 140 track systems.

ADC also offers a complete line of hospital cubicle track and privacy curtains. Contact our office for product cut sheets or visit the cubicle track division's website at www.cubitrac.com